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FOCUS AREAS

Artificial Intelligence and

Machine Learning

Biotech
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Climate and Clean

Technologies

Corporate

Corporate Governance

Data Storage and Cloud

Emerging Companies

Life Sciences

Medical Devices

Software

HIGHLIGHTS

EXPERIENCE

Dani Glazer advises start-ups on their general corporate needs. Her clients operate in high tech,
cleantech, life sciences, AI, SAAS, blockchain, and more, and range from large, high-growth
companies to small, local businesses and nonprofits. She also works with venture capital investment
firms, large private companies, and public companies.

Dani’s practice covers a broad range of general corporate and transactional matters, including
formation and financing of start-ups, mergers and acquisitions, corporate governance, securities laws,
and other areas of corporate law. She also brings in knowledge from her experience as in-house
counsel at Emerson Collective, where she drafted and negotiated various contracts, implemented and
improved legal tech, and strategically advised a wide variety of teams.

Dani has particular expertise in advising mission-driven companies and applying private business
solutions to community economic development problems. She has advised clients regarding
becoming Public Benefit Corporations or obtaining “B Corp” certification; applying for 501(c)(3) tax
exemption and/or pursuing fiscal sponsorship; transitioning to employee ownership, which
establishes democratic leadership and profit sharing among participating employees; and other
creative strategies for companies operating with a triple bottom line—fiscal, social, and
environmental.

CREDENTIALS

Education
J.D., Duke University School of Law, 2016
B.S., Mathematics, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, 2010

Admissions
State Bar of California

Comprehensive Corporate Representation
Dani represents clients in a broad range of corporate areas, particularly in venture capital
financings, strategic corporate advising, mergers and acquisitions, and technology transactions.

Valued for Instruction and Practical Guidance
Dani holds office hours, presents at industry and venture workshops, and speaks to law school
classes, offering advice and guidance to emerging companies, entrepreneurs, and students.
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INSIGHTS

Select Publications

“North Carolina's Investment Tax Credit Is Gone -- Now What?” Duke Environmental Law &
Policy Forum, Spring 2016

https://scholarship.law.duke.edu/delpf/vol26/iss2/4/

